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F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

When it examines the Massachusetts economy, MassBenchmarks often focuses on 
statewide trends or issues, such as housing, job training and health care. This 
issue’s Economic Currents, for example, offers a cautiously optimistic forecast for 
slow to moderate statewide growth for the rest of the year that will exceed last 
year’s slow pace. But even this expansion is likely to continue at a much slower rate 
than seen in Massachusetts in the 1980s or 1990s.
 
Beneath this general economic picture, the Commonwealth is made up of indi-
vidual regions, each with its own history, strength and needs. Two articles in this 
issue focus on one region now facing particular challenges — the Pioneer Valley 
in western Massachusetts.

In his article, UMass Amherst Professor and MassBenchmarks co-editor Robert 
Nakosteen reviews the last 20 years of economic and demographic development 
in the region, agreeing with the assessment that the Pioneer Valley’s current eco-
nomic condition is “one of ongoing stagnation.” The region once prospered from 

world-class innovations in manufacturing but now lacks “a dynamic growth sector that can 
provide a growing number of high-paying jobs,” Nakosteen writes, noting that education and 
health care are playing an important and hopeful role.

In Endnotes, Pioneer Valley Planning Commission Executive Director Tim Brennan discusses 
how political, civic and business leaders in the Pioneer Valley are indeed working together to 
help advance such growth and create opportunities through “an aggressive strategy of connec-
tions … that will boost the region’s overall economic performance and competitiveness.”

Whether in the Pioneer Valley or any other region, municipalities across Massachusetts share 
a common problem: health care and other costs that are rising faster than revenues from local 
taxes and fees. Sovereign Bank New England Chairman John P. Hamill, who chaired the 
Municipal Finance Task Force, discusses this increasingly diffi cult challenge facing the state’s 
cities and towns in an article on Page 14.
 
Finally, we want to thank Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Executive Vice President and Eco-
nomic Advisor Lynn E. Browne, who is stepping down as this journal’s founding co-editor, 
for all her work, support and guidance. And we look forward to the same from Boston Fed 
Senior Economist and Policy Advisor Yolanda Kodrzycki, who will take Lynn’s place on the 
MassBenchmarks masthead.

Jack M. Wilson, President
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he latest meeting of the MassBenchmarks Board of Editors began with a transition. Dr. Lynn 
Browne, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Executive Vice President and Economic Advisor, is 
stepping down as co-editor of MassBenchmarks, a position she has held since the publication’s 

inception. The Board expressed unanimous and enthusiastic thanks for her service. Dr. Browne will remain a 
member of the Board. Dr. Yolanda Kodrzycki, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Senior Economist and Policy 
Advisor and a member of the Board since the fi rst issue of MassBenchmarks, will take over as co-editor. The 
Board also welcomed Dr. Fred Breimyer of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as a member. 

The Massachusetts economy is moving in the right direction, though not robustly. Payroll employment, 
job vacancies, withholding taxes and stock prices of Massachusetts-based companies are all growing, while 
initial unemployment claims are comfortably low. The MassBenchmarks Leading Economic Index suggests 
sluggish growth in the months to come.

The fate of the national economy is infl uenced by the international economy. At the moment, global 
economic growth is “above trend.” Although energy prices are up substantially from year-ago levels, the 
pass-through to prices of other goods and services has been limited and infl ation is expected to remain 
moderate. Risks to continued national growth include the massive U.S. current accounts defi cit and high 
and volatile commodity prices. The strong historical relationship between the growth of the state and 
national economies makes these conditions long-term risks to Massachusetts economic growth as well.

There are also a number of trouble spots in the state’s labor market. The state’s resident labor force has 
continued to decline, falling for three consecutive years. Massachusetts is the only state in the nation to 
have experienced a labor force decline for the entire 2002 – 2005 period and available evidence for 2006 
shows no growth over last year. The state has remained dependent on foreign immigration, including a 
growing number of undocumented immigrants, for its resident employment growth. Real wages have 
shown no improvement over the past four years, despite improvements in labor productivity. Real median 
family incomes in the state remain below their 2000 peak.

Perhaps the greatest risk to the growth of the state economy is the housing market. Sales and prices of single-
family homes, as well as condominiums, have been fl attening during the past few months. As long as the economy 
continues to expand, a precipitous drop in housing prices is unlikely. Still, even a mild drop in housing prices 
will affect household wealth, which in turn will lower household consumption. The Case-Shiller-Weiss index 
for existing home prices in the Boston area shows slight decreases in recent months. The main concern is the 
potential for a decline in sales volumes and the effects of this decline on the housing and real estate sectors. 
As the number of sales, permits and housing starts begin to drop, inventories grow. And higher inventories 
mean that commissions and mortgage originations drop, which exerts downward pressure on both the real 
estate and mortgage banking sectors. In this scenario, the construction industry, with a lag, could experience a 
sizeable decline. These risks are not unique to Massachusetts, and the construction industry is a larger fraction 
of total employment in many other states than in this state. Nevertheless, the risks of a marked downturn in 
the housing and real estate markets in Massachusetts are signifi cant and the condition of these markets in the 
months ahead weigh heavily on the Commonwealth’s economic outlook. 

Prepared by Executive Editor Robert Nakosteen
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he pace of economic growth in Massachusetts has 
picked up signifi cantly, beginning in the fourth 
quarter of last year, refl ecting improved world-

wide markets for information technology equipment 
in the last half of 2005. This resurgence in technology 
markets helped reverse a deceleration in state economic 
growth that the state experienced between mid-2004 and 
the third quarter of 2005. The Massachusetts economy 
has performed better over the last six months than at any 
time since the current expansion began in the second 
quarter of 2003. The recent pace of expansion matched 
the long-term average growth in real gross state product 
of 3.6 percent over the 1975–2004 period.

 It is uncertain, however, if this pace of growth will 
continue in the near future. Given the outlook for the 
national and global economies, Massachusetts exports 
should continue to support the higher growth achieved 
at the end of last year. There is a real danger, however, 
that the slowdown in the housing market could inten-
sify, which could drag down construction activity and, 
through the wealth effect consumer spending. Fears over 
the high cost of energy and its effect on infl ation, inter-
est rates, household wealth, and consumer spending sent 
stock markets and consumer confi dence plummeting in 
the last couple of months. On net, the expectation is for 
a moderate slowdown of growth over the remainder of 

Fueled by technology market demand, 
Massachusetts economic growth increases

But future clouded by fears over energy, infl ation, 
interest rates and housing prices

ECONOMIC CURRENTS

T H E  S T A T E  O F  T H E  S T A T E  E C O N O M Y

T
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Massachusetts Leading 
Economic Index

Source: University of Massachusetts

Massachusetts Current
Economic Index 

 ECONOMIC INDICES FOR MASSACHUSETTS

The MassBenchmarks Current Economic Index for May 

was 161.6, up 3.6 percent from April (at annual rates) 

and up 3.3 percent from May of last year. The Current 

Index is normalized to 100 in July 1987 and is calibrated 

to grow at the same rate as Massachusetts real gross 

state product over the 1978–2003 period.

The MassBenchmarks Leading Economic Index for 

May was 2.2 percent and the three-month average 

for March through May was 3.2 percent. Because the 

Leading Index is a forecast of the growth in the Cur-

rent Index over the next six months, expressed at an 

annual rate, it indicates that the economy is expected 

to grow at an annualized rate of 2.2 percent over the 

six months through November. Because of monthly 

fluctuations in the data on which the index is based, 

the three-month average of 3.2 percent may be a more 

reliable indicator of near-term growth. 

The state’s economy expanded solidly in the first 

quarter of this year at an annual rate of 3.5 percent 

and growth in April and May was on track to repeat 

this performance for the second quarter. In terms of 

the inflation-adjusted value of the goods and services 

it produces, for the past six months, Massachusetts has 

expanded at its long-term average rate of 3.6 percent 

over the 1975–2004 period, as measured by real gross 

state product. Accompanying this modest acceleration 

in growth has also been a pickup in job creation. From 

September 2005 through May of this year, payroll 

employment added 22,500 net new jobs, an annual 

rate of growth of 1.1 percent. This is much better than 

the average annual rate of job growth of 0.7 percent 

since jobs began expanding in December 2003. Many 

of the new jobs have been technology-related, as Mas-

sachusetts has benefited from a worldwide resurgence 

in the demand for information technology products 

as well as its education and skill advantage in medical 

science and knowledge-based services.

 

However, negative expectations are weighing down the 

Massachusetts Leading Economic Index. In particular, 

stock markets and consumer confidence in the region 

have plummeted recently, in response to fears about 

the effects of high energy prices and a weakening 

housing market on inflation, interest rates, household 

wealth, and consumer spending. The recently released 

Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) 

housing price index suggests that housing prices in 

Massachusetts fell slightly in the first quarter. 
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2006, with this expansion likely to continue at a much 
slower pace than that of the 1990s or 1980s.

Labor markets are improving
The state’s job situation continues to improve, with the 
pace of job gains accelerating in recent months. Since the 
payroll employment trough in December 2003, the growth 
in payroll jobs has averaged 0.7 percent at an annual rate 
through May of this year. In the last eight months, that 
rate has risen to a 1.1 percent annual rate.
 On net, the number of payroll jobs increased by 
23,900, or by 0.7 percent, in the year ending in May. 
Three super sectors accounted for the bulk of the gains: 
Professional and business services (7,100 jobs, a growth 
of 1.5 percent), education and health services (6,800 jobs, 
1.2 percent), and fi nancial services (4,500 jobs, 2.0 per-
cent). In addition, 3,900 jobs were added in construction, 
an increase of 2.8 percent over the prior year. 
 Many of these new jobs are in technology or knowl-
edge-based sectors. Within professional and business ser-
vices, job growth in industries that included engineers, 
computer systems design, consulting, and scientifi c research 
and development all equaled or exceeded 2.8 percent over 
the prior year. Within the Information super sector, soft-
ware jobs were up 6.3 percent over the year. While many 
of the jobs added in fi nance were related to real estate or 
real estate-related lending and therefore subject to near-
term declines as the housing market softens, the securities, 
investment, and commodity investment act industry grew 
by 2.4 percent, a welcome change after shedding 18 per-
cent of its jobs during the recession. Also, although manu-
facturing as a whole continued to lose jobs, albeit at only 
a 0.2 percent rate over the last year, the number of jobs 
in computers and electronics, the state’s largest manufac-
turing sector, increased by 2.2 percent. Even though the 
technology sector is not providing the explosive growth of 
the last two decades, it is still a strong and positive force for 
Massachusetts economic development.
 These new jobs are also boosting wages. Massachu-
setts quarterly wage and salary disbursements, from the 
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, rose at a 4.8 percent 
annual rate during the fourth quarter of last year and 
were 3.7 percent above the fourth quarter of 2004. More 
timely information from withholding taxes shows even 
stronger recent wage growth. After adjusting for changes 
in personal exemptions, seasonality, and monthly fl uctua-
tions, the growth in the wage and salary tax base for the 
three-month period ending in May was 5.1 percent (at an 
annualized rate) over the prior three-month period, and 
the May withholding tax base was 7.0 percent higher than 
a year earlier. After accounting for payroll job growth, 
the growth in average pay per worker was 6.2 percent 
in the year ending in May, or 2.3 percent in real terms, 

after adjusting for infl ation in the Boston Consumer Price 
Index. Withholding revenues were particularly strong in 
December and January, so the recent surge in wages may 
in part be refl ecting a stellar bonus season.
 State unemployment conditions are better now than a 
year ago. Though that may not appear to be the case given 
that the unemployment rate in May was 5.0 percent versus 
4.8 percent a year ago, there are two reasons to believe so. 
First, monthly Massachusetts initial unemployment claims 
continued their downward trend in 2005 and are in the 
low-30 thousands (on a seasonally adjusted basis), which 
is about the same range as seen in the middle of the 1980s 
and 1990s expansions.
 Second, long-term unemployment, defi ned as the 
number of persons who have been unemployed for more 
than half a year, also fell in 2005. Expressed as a fraction of 
the working-age population (those 15 or older), the num-
ber of long-term unemployed in Massachusetts fell from 
0.83 percent in 2004 to 0.67 percent in 2005. These rates 
are comparable to those of the United States as a whole, 
which fell from .80 percent in 2005 to .65 percent in 2005. 
The distribution of unemployment is shifting towards those 
who have been looking for shorter periods of time. The fall-
ing level of initial unemployment claims also suggests that 
unemployment due to job losses is declining. The impli-
cation is that the current stock of unemployed is shifting 
towards new or re-entering labor force members. Presum-
ably, this is a healthier situation, in terms of both personal 
economic pain and productivity, than one in which a greater 
number of the unemployed have been recently laid off or 
have been looking for work for a long time. 

Business conditions are good 
Beginning in mid- to late 2005, markets for Massachu-
setts exports appear to have improved, following a lull 
in growth that began in the second half of 2004. Direct 
evidence of this improvement is given by Massachusetts 
merchandise exports, and indirect evidence is seen in 
indicators of national and worldwide markets for infor-
mation technology products. These indicators can fl uctu-
ate markedly from month to month or quarter to quar-

Figure 1. Long-Term Unemployment

2003

2004

2005

0.91

0.80

0.65

53,750

41,926

33,739

2,014,321

2,162,721

2,764,244

Source: Current Population Surveys, January 2003 – December 2005

Long-term Unemployment 
as Percent of Population 

Over 14 Years of Age 

Number of Long 
Term Unemployed

1.05

0.83

0.67

MA MA U.S.U.S.YEAR
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ter, but what is notable about recent patterns is their 
agreement in relatively strong growth, as reported in the 
accompanying table.
 At the end of last year, for example, Massachusetts 
merchandise exports surpassed their prior peak, which was 
achieved in mid-2004, after a disappointing summer in 
2005. National and worldwide markets for semiconduc-
tors and semiconductor equipment are particularly strong, 
and companies doing business in Massachusetts appear to 
be benefi ting from this robust growth in global demand, 
leading to the technology-related improvement in payroll 
employment growth and wages noted above.
  The single business conditions indicator that has 
turned contrary is stock market prices. U.S. stock markets 
fell sharply between early May and mid-June, in response 
to fears that rising infl ation would prompt the Fed to 
continue raising interest rates and thereby slow economic 
growth. World stock markets followed suit. At this time, 

Source: U.S. DOC, WISER, seasonally adjusted by author

Figure 3. Merchandise Exports, Seasonally 
Adjusted 3-Month Moving Average

it is not clear if these expectational fears about the future 
will actually be realized.
 
Housing: weakening market, softening prices
The Massachusetts housing market is softening, switch-
ing from a sellers’ to a buyers’ market, with a sharp drop 
in sales in the last quarter of last year and an increase in 
active listings. This has resulted in an increase of invento-
ries that is putting downward pressure on prices. Begin-
ning to respond to this inventory build-up, prices now 
appear to be falling moderately.
 On a seasonally adjusted basis, sales of both single-
family homes and condominiums fell sharply between 
June 2005 and April 2006. Sales rebounded in February, 
but this appears to be related to a warmer-than-average 
January. Active listings rose sharply in 2005, as sales vol-
ume declined, an indication that sellers were not getting 
their expected prices. 

Figure 2. Growth in Various Measures of Export-Related Markets
(All fi gures are based on nominal dollars; percent growth at annual rates)

Massachusetts Merchandise Exports

Investment in Information Processing Equipment and Software

Value of Shipments, Computers and Electronic Products, U.S.

Semiconductor Equipment Shippings, North America

Semiconductor Equipment Bookings, North America

Semiconductor Billings, Worldwide Market

Semiconductor Billings, the Americas

Bloomberg Stock Index for Massachusetts

Mar ‘06

2006Q1

Apr ‘06

Apr ‘06

Apr ‘06

Apr ‘06

Apr ‘06

Jun ‘06

10.8

14.3

13.2

52.5

133.8

9.8

15.0

-20.1

11.3

7.5

11.7

31.9

57.9

12.5

25.9

13.7

Sources: Merchandise Exports: U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) and World Institute for Strategic Economic Research (WISER); Investment in Information Processing Equipment, U.S. 

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA); Value of Shipments, U.S. Census Bureau; Semiconductor Equipment: Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International; Semiconductor Billings: 

Semiconductor Industry Association; Bloomberg Stock Index: Bloomberg.

Reference 
Period

Figure 4. Stock Index Growth

5.0

9.0

6.8

16.9

60.4

8.2

11.5

3.0

Most Recent 
3 Months vs. 

Prior 3 Months

Most Recent 
6 Months vs. 

Prior 6 Months
From Same 

Period Prior Year
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 Two widely used indicators of state housing prices 
often give confl icting indications of monthly or quarterly 
changes in prices, but the two now are in fairly close agree-
ment. The Massachusetts Association of Realtors (MAR) 
measures the median price of existing homes, with separate 
measures for single-family homes and condominiums. The 
Offi ce of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) 
tracks repeat sales prices and refi nancing appraisals of single-
family homes that involve conforming, conventional mort-
gages purchased or securitized by Fannie Mae or Freddie 
Mac. The OFHEO index excludes condominiums. 
 Each index has its advantages, yet each is an imper-
fect measure of changes in the market price of housing. 
Because the MAR indices include all sales from affi liated 
multiple listing services, they capture most market trans-
actions in the state. MAR’s disadvantage, however, is that 
the median price is affected by changes in the distribu-
tion of sales by size or quality of houses actually sold. For 
example, if the distribution of the sales of homes shifts 
towards smaller or lower quality houses, changes in the 
median price of sold homes would understate the under-
lying actual price change. A shift in the distribution of 
homes sold in the opposite direction would result in the 
median price overstating the actual price change.
 The OFHEO index, on the other hand, is not subject 
to this problem because it is based on repeat sales, so the 
price of each house is compared to itself in some earlier 
month or year. This index, however, suffers from the fact 
that it excludes houses that are not fi nanced with conven-
tional and conforming mortgages. And since the conform-
ing mortgage limit in 2005 was $359,650, a large part 
of the Massachusetts market is excluded from the index. 
If prices of large, high-quality homes were increasing at a 
lower (faster) rate than the rest of the market, the OFHEO 
index would overstate (understate) the underlying actual 
price change in the housing market. Another problem 
with the OFHEO index is that it includes refi nancings, 
where prices are determined by appraisals rather than by 

actual market transactions. The OFHEO also publishes 
a national index that only includes purchases. In the last 
year, this index rose two percentage points less than the 
index that included refi nancings. Recently, the OFHEO 
reported that the difference between the two indices was 
due to an increase in the popularity of cash-out refi nances, 
which, in the fi rst quarter of 2006, accounted for half of 
the transactions on which their price index is based.1 In an 
analysis by region, they reported that for New England, 
the “purchase only” index, which excludes refi nancings, 
rose by 3.6 percentage points less than the overall housing 
price index over the year ending the fi rst quarter of 2006.
 Taken together, the two housing price measures sug-
gest that prices began to turn down in the beginning of 
this year. In April, the MAR median price of single family 
homes rose only 0.3 percent over the prior year, while the 
median price of condominiums declined 2.9 percent. On 
a seasonally adjusted basis (seasonally adjusted by UMass), 
the three-month average of single-family home prices end-
ing in April fell by an annualized rate of 4.5 percent over 
the prior three-month period, while the corresponding 
price measure for condos rose by 1.3 percent on an annu-
alized basis. The overall OFHEO index for Massachusetts 
in the fi rst quarter of this year rose by a 2.2 percent annual 
rate over the last quarter of last year, but after taking into 
account the upward bias due to refi nancings, prices in a 
Massachusetts “purchase only” index may have actually 
fallen at an annual rate of 1 to 2 percent. One conclusion 
is clear: the market is weakening, with softening prices.
 
Prospects for the future
Going forward, the pace and character of the state’s econ-
omy will be shaped by how certain trends develop in the 
near- and long-term future. One is the near-term strength 
in world economic growth, which should provide a steady 
source of demand for the products that the state produces. 
Even though Massachusetts fi rms are losing market share 
to Asia for information products, the size of the demand 

Source:  Mass. Association of Realtors, Seasonally Adjusted by author

Figure 5. Median House Price, Massachusetts
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“pie” for these products is growing fast enough for the 
state’s slice to continue growing. Productivity is increas-
ing at about the same rate as export demand, so incomes 
in the information technology equipment producing sec-
tor are growing strongly, though employment is not. The 
situation is more favorable in the medical science sector, as 
an aging population, growing worldwide incomes, and the 
state’s advantage — due to its confl uence of universities, 
research hospitals, and an educated workforce — should 
lead to continued employment gains, as well as strong 
income growth.
 Another trend going forward is the state’s educa-
tional advantage, which has continued to increase over 
the nation as a whole, despite the state’s more severe 
recession and population losses. This is because the state’s 
higher education system continues to draw students into 
the region, resulting in a fresh supply of highly educated 
youth. According to the most recent American Commu-
nity Survey, for example, nearly 50 percent of Massachu-
setts 30-year olds have a BA or higher degree, almost 20 
percentage points higher than in the nation as a whole. 
This educational advantage leads directly to a technologi-
cal advantage that is clearly visible in recent employment 
gains in technology-related and knowledge-based profes-
sional services. The state may continue to bleed good-pay-
ing manufacturing production jobs, but these are being 
replaced — and more — with high-paying jobs in science, 
engineering, design, and consulting.
 Related to changes in the distribution of jobs, returns 
to education, and globalization of the workforce, workers’ 
earnings have become more unequally distributed over 
time. This is true of the nation as a whole, but the trend 
towards inequality has been even more rapid in Massa-
chusetts. Over the past several decades, median workers’ 
earnings have risen just slightly more than infl ation; but 
the higher one goes into the income distribution, the 

faster workers’ earnings have increased. Going forward, 
this earnings distribution is likely to continue to become 
more unequal, rather than less.
  Finally, employment growth over the next several 
years of the current economic expansion will lag that 
of the nation, as well as that of Massachusetts during 
the last expansion of the 1990s. Because net domes-
tic out-migration has been a characteristic of the state 
since frontier days, long-term employment growth 
in the state has lagged that of the nation for perhaps 
centuries. Slower employment growth in the current 
expansion is partly due to slower population and labor 
force growth nationwide, but is partly also the result of 
a higher cost of living in Massachusetts, particularly in 
the cost of housing, which is much more expensive here 
than in the nation as a whole, even after accounting for 
the state’s higher personal incomes. This is an unten-
able situation, which market forces will correct, either 
through an outright decline in house prices or a marked 
slowdown in the rate of house appreciation. Although 
there may be short-term consequences in employment 
and overall growth, a diminution of the state’s cost of 
living disadvantage will pay off in the long run.

ALAN CLAYTON-MATTHEWS is an associate professor and the director 
of quantitative methods in the Public Policy Program at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Boston and is co-editor of this journal.

1 Offi ce of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight, “House Price 
Increases Continue; Some Deceleration Evident”, June 1, 2006, 
http://www.ofheo.gov/media/pdf/1q06hpi.pdf. 

Source: Decennial Census PUMS, 2004 American Community Survey, Boston CPI-U

Figure 6. Earnings Percentile Cutoffs, Real Dollars, Massachusetts, All Full-Year Workers
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State Income and Prices

Income
 Personal Income ($M)
 Real Personal Income 
 ($M 1982–84)

Boston Consumer 
Price Index

MA House Price Index

MA New House Permits 
(monthly avg.)

292,511
147,040

222.9

263.1

1,977

‘06 Q1

05/06

‘06 Q1

06/05 – 05/06

5.2
1.5

3.9

6.3

0.054

Period Value
Change from

Year Earlier (%)

05/06

05/06

05/06
05/06

05/06

Labor Force 
(household-based)

Employment 
(establishment-based)
 Goods-Producing
 Service-Providing

Monthly Initial 
Unemployment Claims

3,350,300

3,217,600

452,500
2,781,500

28,405

- 0.4

0.7

0.4
`0.7

- 2.0

State Labor Force and Employment

ValuePeriod Change from
Year Earlier (%)

Regional Employment

116,742
269,005

130,880

271,821
381,173
458,186
200,905

149,128
135,605

183,070
113,650
97,001

260,673

131,575
209,018

67,700

Central
 Northern Worcester WIA
 Southern Worcester WIA

Cape and Islands
 Cape Cod and Islands WIA

Boston Metro
 Boston WIA
 Metropolitan North WIA
 Metropolitan South/West WIA
 South Essex WIA

Northeast
 Lower Merrimack Valley WIA
 Northern Middlesex WIA

Southeast
 Bristol WIA
 Brockton WIA
 New Bedford WIA
 South Coastal WIA

Pioneer Valley
 Franklin/Hampshire WIA
 Hampden WIA

Berkshire
 Berkshire WIA

- 1.07
- 0.59

-1.17

- 0.45
- 0.45
- 0.47
- 0.70

- 0.54
- 0.39

- 0.85
- 0.86
- 1.13
- 0.48

- 1.15
- 0.86

- 1.14

5.1
4.8

4.4

5.3
4.3
3.8
4.8

5.4
4.9

5.5
5.2
5.8
4.6

3.8
5.7

4.1

5.2
4.7

4.0

5.1
4.1
3.6
4.7

5.4
4.9

5.0
5.0
5.7
4.3

3.7
5.4

4.1

Change from 
Year Earlier (%)

05/06 05/0505/06

Employment
Unemployment

Rate

Unemployment Rates

QUARTERLY DATA

The trends rather than the levels of these indexes should be 
compared, due to different base points.

Consumer Confi dence 
U.S. and Massachusetts

Business Confi dence 
in Massachusetts

Employers have generally positive views on current and 
prospective business conditions when the index is above 50.

MONTHLY DATA



THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMIC BENCHMARKS

The Massachusetts Current Economic Index for May was 161.6, up 3.6 percent from April 

(at annual rates) and up 3.3 percent from May 2005.  The Massachusetts Leading Economic 

Index for May was 2.2 percent and the three-month average for March through May was 3.2 

percent. Because the Leading Index is a forecast of the growth in the Current Index over the 

next six months, expressed at an annual rate, it indicates that the economy is expected to 

grow at an annualized rate of 2.2 percent over the six months through November. Because 

of monthly fluctuations, the three-month average of 3.2 percent may be a more reliable 

indicator of near-term growth.

On the plus side, an apparent resurgence in worldwide demand for information technol-

ogy products is boosting Massachusetts merchandise exports and technology-related job 

growth.  On the negative side, a slowdown in the housing market may result in declines in 

construction employment and, if prices decline substantially, household wealth and con-

sumer spending.  At present, these forces seem to be about equally balanced, enabling the 

state economy to continue to grow at a moderate, although somewhat slower, pace than 

the six months ending in May.

The Massachusetts Export Index dropped to -$190 mil-

lion in March 2006. The index measures the difference 

between the state’s actual exports and what the state 

would have exported had shipments in all commodities 

grown at the national rate, comparing the current month 

with the same month in the previous year. Index declines 

in March were led by blood fractions, hormones, and 

machines/parts having individual functions. Leading 

increases included: oscilloscopes/spectrum analyzers 

and parts; parts for television, radio and radar apparatus; 

and precious metal ores and concentrates.      

Massachusetts’ overall export growth of 6.9 percent from 

the first quarter of 2005 to the first quarter of 2006 came in well ahead of the state’s annual 2005 growth of 0.9 percent, 

but measured less than half the national growth of 14.2 percent in Q1 2006. In the first quarter of 2006, the state’s two 

leading industries rebounded from annual losses in 2005. Optical/medical/photographic instruments registered a robust 

17.1 percent increase, while electric machinery reported a minor 3.8 percent increase. Among the state’s remaining top 

five industries in 2005, machinery and computers continued sluggish, though positive, growth in Q1 2006 (2.2 percent). 

On the downside, pharmaceuticals dropped from 36 percent positive growth in 2005 to -9.9 percent in Q1 2006. 

The state’s leading Q1 2006 export increases by dollar value occurred in optical/medical/photographic instruments, pre-

cious metals, and electric machinery. Top losses included pharmaceuticals, organic chemicals, and iron and steel.
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MASSACHUSETTS EXPORT PERFORMANCE

Sources: Associated Industries of Massachusetts; The Conference Board; Mass Insight/MassDevelopment; Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac; Massachusetts Division of Employment and Training; 
U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; University of Massachusetts 



Low-income families with children in Massachu-
setts are concentrated in the state’s urban areas 
and, as a percentage of population, the Pioneer 
Valley region. The accompanying tables show the 
concentration of low-income elementary students 
by municipality, using data provided by the Massa-
chusetts Department of Education. School districts 
provide information to the state on the number of 
low-income students using participation in the free 
or reduced-price school lunch program as an indi-
cator. Students qualify for the program if they live 
in a household that earns an income equal to or 
less than 185 percent of the poverty rate. 
 The 30 municipalities with the highest concen-
tration of low-income students are home to only 
28.6 percent of the state’s elementary students but 
to 68.6 percent of its low-income elementary stu-
dents. Low-income students are concentrated in 
cities throughout the Commonwealth. The Cape 
Cod region has the fewest low-income students and 
the Boston Metro region has the most. The Pioneer 
Valley has the highest percentage of low-income 
students, with 39.8 percent of its public school stu-
dents coming from low-income families, compared 
to 27.8 percent statewide.
 Real per capita income trends over the past 34 
years highlight the prosperity gap among Massachu-
setts Benchmark regions. While incomes have risen 
throughout Massachusetts since 1969 (adjusted 
to 2003 dollars), the gap in per capita incomes 
between regions has grown substantially since the 
mid-1980s. The Boston Metro and Northeast 
regions have the highest per capita incomes. The 
Cape and Islands per capita income almost perfectly 
tracks the state average. The Central, Southeast and 
Berkshire regions experience similar income trajec-
tories, with per capita incomes in 2003 more than 
$10,000 below those of the Boston Metro and 
Northeast regions. Since 1991, the Pioneer Valley 
region’s per capita income has grown at the slow-
est rate of any benchmark region — it was more 
than $15,000 below that of Boston Metro and the 
Northeast in 2003.

School income data highlight a “prosperity gap” 

among Massachusetts cities and regions.
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Regional Benchmarks

Municipalities with the Highest Concentration of 
Low-Income Elementary Students

Lawrence
Chelsea
Boston
Holyoke
Springfi eld
Lynn
New Bedford
Fall River
Brockton
Worcester
Lowell
Chicopee
Greenfi eld
Fitchburg
Southbridge
Montague
Somerville
Everett
North Adams
Cambridge
Revere
Orange
Malden
Rowe
Ware
Adams
Salem
Pittsfi eld
Wareham
Royalston
Totals

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Rank Town Name

87.0%
80.6%
79.8%
79.5%
77.6%
74.3%
69.5%
68.5%
64.4%
62.6%
60.9%
58.5%
57.0%
56.6%
56.3%
53.2%
52.5%
52.3%
51.8%
51.6%
50.8%
48.7%
45.6%
44.3%
43.8%
42.1%
40.7%
39.9%
39.5%
39.5%
66.7%

Percent
Low-Income

Low-Income 
Students

1,455
2,468

21,975
1,276
9,363
4,654
5,324
3,885
5,268
8,298
3,291
1,970

524
1,312

747
269
318

1,896
466

2,247
985
374

2,102
27

227
255
783

1,222
636
49

83,666

Total Student
Population

1,672
3,061

27,532
1,606

12,070
6,261
7,666
5,675
8,182

13,256
5,400
3,368

920
2,317
1,327

506
605

3,626
900

4,356
1,938

768
4,606

61
518
605

1,926
3,062
1,608

124
125,522

E L E M E N TA R Y  S C H O O L S

Source: MA Dept. of Education, 2005. Calculations by UMass Donahue Institute, 2006.

The Concentration of Low-Income Elementary 
Students Statewide

83,666
121,972

68.6%

Top 30 Low-Income Population
State Population
Percent

125,522
439,292

28.6%

E L E M E N TA R Y  S T U D E N T S

TotalLow-Income



REAL PER CAPITA INCOME BY REGION
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Source:  Massachusetts Department of Education, calculations by UMass Donahue Institute

Source:  Massachusetts Department of Education

20
03

PERCENTAGE OF LOW-INCOME ELEMENTARY STUDENTS BY REGION

PERCENTAGE OF LOW-INCOME ELEMENTARY STUDENTS BY TOWN, 2004–2005

Source:  U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
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irtually all Massachusetts cities and towns face 
financial problems. With many costs, especially 
for health care, rising faster than revenues from 

local taxes and fees, localities are left with virtually no abil-
ity to tap new revenue sources or to signifi cantly increase 

V

Communities at risk: 
Fiscal ties between the 

Commonwealth and its localities
JO H N P. HA M I L L

FACING RISING COSTS, LIMITED LOCAL AID, AND RESTRICTIONS ON RAISING REVENUES, 

MASSACHUSETTS CITIES AND TOWNS ARE EXPERIENCING A SERIOUS FISCAL SQUEEZE.

existing taxes and fees. State aid for localities has dropped 
dramatically in recent years. And since the mid-1990s, a 
growing proportion of it has been reserved for education, 
with restrictions that do not allow local governments to 
redirect this local aid revenue to non-education uses. 
 Local source revenues in total, including property 
tax, local receipts and other revenue, have grown only 0.8 
percent annually between fi scal 1981 and 2004. (See Fig-
ure 1.) As a percentage of municipal budgets, total local 
source revenues have decreased from 80.1 percent in fi scal 
1981 to a low point of 69.0 percent in fi scal 1988, they 
then rose to 75.6 percent in fi scal 2004, which was their 
highest point in ten years. 
 For the fi scal 1981 to 2004 period, total local source 
revenues increased on average for all regions, income quin-
tiles and population groups, except Boston. In general, com-
munities with higher income and smaller population groups 
experienced greater annual average increases in total local 
source revenues than their poorer and larger counterparts.

This article is based on Local Communities At Risk: Revisit-

ing the Fiscal Partnership Between the Commonwealth and 

Cities and Towns, a comprehensive report by the Municipal 

Finance Task Force, a group of private sector, public sector 

and academic experts that was chaired by Sovereign Bank 

Chairman John P. Hamill. This article also draws upon material 

contained in Local Services, Local Aid, and Common Chal-

lenges, a Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston policy brief 

by Phineas Baxandall, Rappaport’s then- assistant director. 

The full report can be found at http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/

rappaport/downloads/policybriefs/brief_finance.pdf.
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Behind today’s local aid picture
Proposition 2½, which Massachusetts voters approved in 
1980, set limits on the total amount by which localities 
can increase local property tax revenues to no more than 
2.5 percent a year. The measure also set limits on how fast 
those revenues can increase each year. Initially, new infu-
sions of local aid buffered the impact of the new law: on 
a constant-dollar, per capita basis, local aid grew by 10.4 
percent a year between 1981 and 1984 and by 8.4 percent 
a year from 1985 to 1989. During the sharp recession of 
the 1980s and early 1990s, however, real per capita local 
aid fell by 13.3 percent a year from 1989 through 1992. 
As a result, local aid, which peaked in fiscal year 1988 at 

20 percent of total state expenditures, fell to 13.4 percent 
of state spending in fiscal year 1993.
 Patterns of local aid began to change dramatically 
after the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled in 
1993 that great disparities in funding between schools in 
poor and affl uent communities meant that the state was 
not meeting its constitutional obligation to provide an 
adequate level of education for all students. The Educa-
tion Reform Act of 1993, which was signed into law soon 
after that ruling, greatly increased state aid for education 
and revamped the formulas used to distribute it. Under the 
Act, the state calculates each locality’s “foundation bud-
get,” which is how much each locality needs to spend to 
provide an adequate education for students in its schools. 
The state also calculates how much each locality can (and 
must) raise in local property taxes and makes up the dif-
ference between needed spending and available funds. 
 As a result of that law and an improved state econ-
omy, per capita, constant-dollar state aid for K-12 educa-
tion, which had increased modestly in the mid-1980s and 
declined sharply during the recession, increased by 8.6 
percent per year until 2004. In contrast, per capita, con-
stant-dollar state aid for the two major local aid programs 
that can be used for non-educational purposes — Addi-
tional Assistance and Lottery Aid — declined during the 
same period. The state cut Additional Assistance sharply 
during the late 1980s recession and has reduced or level-
funded it every year since. While per capita local aid from 
the lottery grew (after inflation) by 11.3 percent between 
1981 and 1992, a maturing lottery market and legisla-
tive diversion of some proceeds into the Commonwealth’s 
general fund reduced growth in such aid to only 3.5 per-
cent between 1993 and 2004. 
 The recession of the early part of this decade, along 
with cuts in the state income tax rate, caused state revenues 
to decline by 15 percent in 2002. As a result, per capita local 
aid (including aid for education), which had risen 5.3 per-
cent per year in inflation-adjusted terms between 1992 and 
2002, fell by 8.6 percent a year between 2002 and 2004. 

Figure 1. Average Annual Change in Total 
Local Source Revenues
Constant Dollars Per Capita

-4.9%

-7.6%

-4.7%

-7.3%

-4.9%

-5.9%

-2.3%

-5.3%

-2.7%

-7.0%

-5.2%

-5.9%

-5.9%

-2.7%

-3.1%

-5.2%

-4.0%

-4.9%

-4.0%

-4.0%

-5.9%

-5.9%

1984 – 2004

2.0%

2.6%

2.0%

2.5%

2.3%

1.0%

1.6%

2.3%

2.5%

1.6%

2.0%

1.0%

2.4%

2.2%

2.5%

2.9%

3.1%

3.0%

2.7%

2.0%

1.6%

1.0%

0.8%

1.1%

0.9%

0.9%

1.0%

-0.2%

0.8%

1.1%

1.7%

0.2%

0.8%

-0.2%

1.0%

1.2%

1.6%

1.6%

2.1%

1.8%

1.6%

1.0%

0.3%

-0.2%

1981 – 2004

Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services

1981 – 1984

Proposition 2½, which Massachusetts 
voters approved in 1980, set limits on 

the total amount by which localities can 
increase local property tax revenues to 

no more than 2.5 percent a year.

Municipal Total

REGION

Berkshire

Pioneer Valley

Central

Boston Metro

Boston

Northeast

Southeast

Cape and Islands

INCOME

Lowest 5th

Second 5th

Boston

Third 5th

Fourth 5th

Highest 5th

POPULATION

50 – 1,999

2,000 – 4,999

5,000 – 9,999

10,000 – 19,999

20,000 – 49,999

50,000 +

Boston
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 The reductions in local aid came at a time of rapidly 
rising health insurance costs, which especially strained local 
governments because public services tend to be highly 
labor-intensive. Municipal spending for health insurance 
increased by 63 percent between 2001 and 2005, accord-
ing to A Mounting Crisis for Local Budgets: The Crippling 
Effects of Soaring Municipal Health Costs, a survey of a 
sample of municipalities released by the Massachusetts 
Taxpayers Foundation (MTF) in July 2005. The increase 

Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services

Figure 2. Per Capita School vs. Non-School Local Aid, 1981–2004
2004 Constant Dollars

Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services

Figure 3. Areas of Expenditure Pressure, 1988–2004
Cumulative annual percentage change; Constant dollars per capita

Patterns of local aid began to change dramatically after the Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court ruled in 1993 that great disparities in funding between schools 
in poor and affl uent communities meant that the state was not meeting its constitutional 

obligation to provide an adequate level of education for all students.

in health insurance costs consumed approximately 80 per-
cent of the 2.5 percent annual growth in taxes on exist-
ing properties allowed under Proposition 2½. Examin-
ing separate cost data from the Department of Revenue 
on all 351 cities and towns in the Commonwealth, the 
MTF report found an even more dire situation: increases 
in municipal health insurance costs, on average, exceeded 
this allowable revenue growth by an average of 8 percent 
a year during the same period. 
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 In response to such pressures, many municipalities 
focused on new development, which was exempt from 
Proposition 2½’s limits. Most localities that were not 
already at one of the limits imposed by Proposition 2½ 
raised property taxes and many others asked voters to 
approve overrides to Proposition 2½ (though voters often 
turned down those requests). 
 As a result of these factors and skyrocketing residen-
tial property values, the average yearly residential tax bill 
for families increased 36 percent, or $910, before adjust-
ing for inflation between fiscal years 2000 and 2005, 
according to the Massachusetts Department of Revenue. 
In 2004, property taxes provided 53 percent of localities’ 
total revenues, up from 46 percent in 1988, and user fees 
provided another 17.6 percent of revenue, up from 16.5 
percent in 1988. By contrast, local aid provided only 24 
percent of local revenues in 2004, down from 31 percent 
in 1988. 
 Health insurance costs and mandated local spending 
on education have forced localities to constrain spending 
on non-educational public services, such as police, fire, 
public works, parks, public health, community develop-
ment and libraries. Between 1987 and 2004, real per 
capita expenditures by local governments for debt service 
increased by an average of 3.1 percent annually and per 
capita spending on other fixed costs — health insurance, 
pensions, unemployment, workers compensation and 
other employee benefits — grew by an annual average 
of 2.2 percent. Similarly, per capita school spending, the 
largest spending item for most municipalities, increased an 
average of 2.1 percent per capita annually after adjusting 
for inflation. (See Figure 3). By contrast, municipal expen-
ditures for non-educational services declined 0.3 percent 
a year in real per capita terms. This drop, however, was 
far from uniform. Police and fire expenditures increased 
in real terms at rates that averaged 1.5 percent and 0.7 
percent per capita between 1987 and 2004. Spending on 
public works, such as roads, waste collection, water dis-
tribution and snow removal, declined in constant-dollar, 
per capita terms by an average of 1.2 percent per year dur-
ing this period. And per capita, constant-dollar spending 
on local health and welfare, which includes public health, 
clinics and veterans’ services, fell by an even sharper aver-
age of 2.7 percent a year. 

Health insurance costs and 
mandated local spending on education 

have forced localities to constrain 
spending on non-educational public 
services, such as police, fire, public 

works, parks, public health, community 
development and libraries. 

Moody’s Economy.com, a Pennsylvania research firm, estimates that 
municipalities in Massachusetts reduced their workforces more steeply than any 

other state in the nation between 2001 and 2005. 

 The underlying constraints on local budgets were 
particularly severe when the state cut local aid during the 
recent recession. Cities and towns cut their workforces by 
5.2 percent between February 2002 and August 2004, 
eliminating 14,200 jobs, according to MTF. Moody’s 
Economy.com, a Pennsylvania research firm, estimates that 
municipalities in Massachusetts reduced their workforces 
more steeply than any other state in the nation between 
2001 and 2005. 

The property tax and  

life with Proposition 2½ 
The property tax — the total amount a municipality raises 
by placing a levy on real and personal property — is argu-
ably the most important source of revenue available to 
municipalities. Compared to other revenue sources, the tax 
has a number of advantages, including its relative stability, 
predictability, and diffi culty of evasion. At the same time, 
the tax tends to be regressive, is highly visible, and is per-
ceived by some to be the result of a subjective assessment 
process. These characteristics can create complex political, 
social and economic consequences for municipalities.
 Before Proposition 2½, the local property tax was 
unrestricted and was both the principal source of revenue 
for most municipalities and the major source of budget 
fl exibility to fund additional spending. In fi scal 1981, 
the year before Proposition 2½’s implementation, the 
property tax supported 59.1 percent of local budgetary 
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spending statewide, refl ecting the very heavy reliance of 
cities and towns on this revenue source. Although Propo-
sition 2½ initially reduced the percentage of local budgets 
funded by the property tax, this situation is now reversing. 
By fi scal 2004, the percentage of local budgets supported 
by the property tax was at its highest level in more than 20 
years. This increasing reliance on the property tax can be 
traced to the hole that was left in municipal budgets after 
the loss of equalizing Additional Assistance aid in the late 
1980s and the diversion of lottery revenue to the general 
state budget in the 1990s and 2000s, often resulting in 
the need to pass overrides to meet cost increases.
 As a result of Proposition 2½, the levy declined as 
a percentage of local budgets for almost two decades, 
before beginning its recent increase. Whereas the prop-
erty tax represented 59.1 percent of municipal budgets in 
fi scal 1981, this fi gure dropped to a low of 46.1 percent 
in fi scal 1988 and increased to 52.9 percent in fi scal 2004. 
Between fi scal 1981 and 2004, the total levy increased by 
$5.67 billion from $3.35 billion to $9.02 billion, with an 
average annual per capita rate of increase of 0.6 percent 
after adjusting for infl ation.

Figure 4. Proposition 2½ Overide Attempts, 
Passage and Value of Passed Initiatives

Fiscal Years 1983 – 2004 aggregate current dollars

199

428

817

545

415

787

392

3,583

487

703

766

947

680

3583

609

860

1,171

582

313

48

3,583

Passed

54.8%

51.2%

48.7%

25.9%

35.9%

35.7%

28.1%

39.27%

27.3%

27.3%

37.9%

42.7%

57.1%

39.3%

49.4%

45.8%

36.1%

30.2%

30.7%

35.4%

39.3%

$7,055,323

$159,929,807

$51,714,370

$22,571,625

$37,876,248

$39,406,671

$29,545,167

$348,099,211

$32,241,655

$21,432,650

$34,414,526

$97,827,739

$162,182,641

$348,099,211

$12,647,751

$36,240,538

$54,202,011

$93,315,949

$90,644,842

$61,048,120

$348,099,211

Total Value

Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services

Attempts

Southeast, which passed just 110 of 392, or 28.1 percent, 
of its override attempts.

Local aid fluctuates
The second major revenue component of municipal bud-
gets is local aid, which is state revenues distributed to 
local governments through a wide array of programs. 
The importance of local aid cannot be understated in 
a climate of otherwise restricted local revenue growth. 
Since Proposition 2½, municipalities have become more 
dependent on state aid. As noted above, during the early 
1980s, many municipalities were forced to make substan-
tial cuts to municipal budgets to comply with the newly 
approved limits on local property taxes. In order to man-
age these decreases and fi ll the gap between the cost of 

Before Proposition 2½, the local 
property tax was unrestricted and was 
both the principal source of revenue 

for most municipalities and the major 
source of budget fl exibility availability 

to fund additional spending.

 Many municipalities have attempted to override the 
limits of Proposition 2½. Nearly 3,600 separate over-
rides — roughly 160 per year and an average of $235,000 
per override — have gone to local voters since fi scal 1983, 
with 39 percent of them approved. More overrides have 
been adopted than rejected in only eight of the past 22 
years. In fi scal 1991, the year of highest activity, only 168 
of 594 — or 28 percent — of override attempts were suc-
cessful. From fi scal 1983 through 2004, overrides that 
were approved added $348.1 million to levy limits; those 
that failed kept $494.1 million out of the levy limit.  
 The Berkshire region has had the fewest override 
attempts but has had the most success in passing them, 
with 54.8 percent gaining approval. The Cape and Islands 
have attempted the most overrides (817), with a 48.7 per-
cent success rate. The least successful region has been the 

REGION

Berkshire

Boston Metro

Cape and Islands

Central

Northeast

Pioneer Valley

Southeast

Massachusetts

INCOME PERCENTILE

Lowest 5th

Second 5th

Third 5th

Fourth 5th

Highest 5th

Massachusetts

POPULATION

50 - 1,999

2,000 - 4,999

5,000 - 9,999

10,000 - 19,999

20,000 - 49,999

50,000 +

Massachusetts
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services and local revenues, a state and local agreement 
was established that led to increasing state aid allocations 
for cities and towns.
 From fi scal 1981 to 2004, the Commonwealth’s 
expenditures on local aid (net of municipal charges) 
increased $2.88 billion, while total state spending (exclud-
ing local aid) increased $13.95 billion. The net local aid 
increase translates into an infl ation-adjusted, per capita 
increase of 3.0 percent per year, outpacing the state expen-
ditures increase of 2.0 percent per year. State expenditures 
on net local aid as a percentage of total state spending 
(including local aid) have ranged from a high of 20 per-
cent in fi scal 1988 to a low of 13.4 percent fi scal 1993. In 
fi scal 2004, the Commonwealth allocated 16.4 percent of 
its budget to net local aid.
 Overall, local aid has fl uctuated substantially from 
year to year, barely exceeding the rate of infl ation in 

certain periods. In fi scal 2004, infl ation-adjusted net 
local aid dollars were less than in fi scal 1989. As Figure 
5 indicates, the annual growth in the Commonwealth’s 
net local aid expenditures generally follows the growth 
in its overall expenditures, except during economic con-
tractions. In such downturns, direct local aid declines at 

a substantially higher rate than overall 
state expenditures. This phenomenon 
is closely related to the structure of the 
state budget. For the Commonwealth 
(as well as for municipalities), increases 
in mandatory costs force reductions in 
discretionary programs. Local aid is one 
of the largest “discretionary” programs. 
 At the outset of Proposition 2½ in fi scal 
1981, net local aid receipts accounted 
for about 15.3 percent of total munici-
pal revenues. This percentage peaked in 
fi scal 1988 at 28.4 percent and fell to 
22.0 percent in fi scal 2004. Net local aid 
receipts increased from $868.3 million 
in 1981 to $3.75 billion in 2004. After 
adjusting for infl ation, this increase tran-
slates into annual average growth per 
capita of 3.0 percent. 
       Growth in net local aid was great-
est in the period immediately following 
Proposition 2½, at 10.4 percent annu-
ally, and lowest during the steep eco-
nomic decline in the early 1990s, falling 
13.3 percent annually. After the reces-
sion, growth in net local aid was lower 
during the period of economic expan-
sion in the mid- and late 1990s than 
it had been in the 1980s. The ensuing 
diffi cult years of the early 2000s were 
less severe than the recession of the 
early 1990s. While growth was fairly 
uneven across the different regions and 
in municipalities of all kinds, the high-
est income municipalities saw the larg-
est increase in net local aid in the 1990s, 

Overall, local aid has fl uctuated 
substantially from year to year, 

barely exceeding the rate of 
infl ation in certain periods.

Figure 5. Annual Change in Total Massachusetts 
Expenditures vs. Expenditures on Net Local Aid

Constant dollars per capita
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Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services and Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation

Fig 6. Major Sources of Local Aid, 1981 – 2004
Percentage of total net local aid 

2004 constant dollars

In the 1980s, Chapter 70 was considered “unrestrict-

ed aid,” meaning it could be used for schools or any 

other purpose. Not until the Education Reform Act 

of 1993 did the distinction between school and non-

school aid take on importance, as Chapter 70 funds 

became earmarked solely for school spending.

It is likely that this change would not have emerged 

as an issue if municipalities had the option of adjust-

ing their local education spending as the state took 

on a larger share of school funding. However, the 

Education Reform Act required a minimum local 

contribution to education that began as roughly 

equal to the amount most municipalities were al-

ready spending on schools. Earmarked education 

aid, in combination with the required minimum local 

contribution from local revenue sources, meant that 

A VITAL DISTINCTION: SCHOOL VERSUS NON-SCHOOL LOCAL AID

communities had little discretion in school spending 

and could no longer divide their total revenue “pie” 

as local residents or officials might choose.

The vast majority of direct aid increases since the 

early 1990s have gone to Chapter 70 aid, with sharp 

declines in another Section Three account, Additional 

Assistance. This trend toward dedicated school aid 

and away from general-purpose aid has been a major 

contributor in limiting the discretion of local policy-

makers to fund general government services.

mainly because other items, such as state reimbursements 
for school construction, are included in the defi nition of 
total net local aid. 
 Recessionary periods tend to have lasting impacts on 
municipalities, especially in regard to local aid. From fi scal 
1981 to 2004, there have been two periods of substantial 
reductions in net local aid to municipalities: 1989–1992 
and 2002–2004. Both periods coincide with economic 
recessions and ensuing state fi scal diffi culties. 

Expenditures
Total municipal spending in Massachusetts from fi scal 
1987 to fi scal 2004 has grown in constant dollars by 1.3 
percent annually per capita, with wide variation in growth 
among major spending categories. Only a few expendi-
ture categories, namely debt service, fi xed costs (including 
employee health insurance, pensions and other benefi ts) 
and education, grew faster than this average increase in 
total municipal expenditures, which has the effect of forc-
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Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services

Figure 7. Major Expenditure Areas as a Percent of Total Municipal Expenditures
FY1987 vs. FY2004

ing reductions in other expenditure areas under a bal-
anced budget framework. Figure 7 illustrates the growth, 
stability or decline in major expenditure areas as a percent 
of total municipal expenditures in 1987 and 2004. Com-

Some contend that Massachusetts localities create their 

own budget woes by hiring excessive personnel or pay-

ing workers too much. The Massachusetts Taxpayers 

Foundation, however, reached a different conclusion in 

a recent report: “Although some observers occasionally 

suggest that some municipal employment contracts 

have been overly generous in recent years, it seems that 

most have been conservative enough to produce annual 

average growth per employee of only 0.7 percent, in 

inflation-adjusted terms, between 1994 and 2003, com-

pared to 1.8 percent for private sector and 1 percent for 

state employees over the same period.”1  

Several other studies also suggest that in general, 

local government in Massachusetts is neither overstaffed 

nor overpaid, at least when compared to other govern-

ments around the country. Nick Turner and E. Matthew 

Quigley, two researchers at the Federal Reserve Bank of 

Boston, for example, found that in 2003, local govern-

ments in Massachusetts employed only 356 people per 

100,000 residents, less than the national average of 398 

employees per 10,000 residents. Combined, state and 

local government in Massachusetts employ 498 people 

for every 10,000 residents, well below the national aver-

age of 542 employees and less than any other state in 

New England. 

LOCAL LABOR COSTS: DEFYING THE STEREOTYPE

Turner and Quigley also found that while salaries 

for state and local government workers in Massa-

chusetts were 12 percent higher than the national 

average ($46,535 compared to $41,508), these gen-

erally higher wages reflect the higher living costs 

and private-sector salaries in New England and also 

mask considerable differences across public sector 

occupations. Correctional officers in Massachusetts, 

for instance, earn 30 percent more than the national 

average, but local public welfare employees earn 

11 percent less. Turner and Quigley also found that 

for every $1,000 in personal income earned by Mas-

sachusetts residents, $4.96 went to state and local 

payroll, compared to an average of $6.08 nation-

ally. By this measure, the only category of public 

employees for which payroll exceeded the national 

average were not municipal, but non-educational 

state employees, a category that also garnered the 

highest average salaries.

– Phineas Baxandall

1 Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, A Mounting Crisis for Local Budgets:  The 
Crippling Effects of Soaring Municipal Health Costs.  July 2005.  http://www.mma.
org/policies_positions/press_releases/MTFhealthfinal.pdf.

bined, the spending areas of education, fi xed costs and 
debt service have consumed approximately 80 percent of 
annual budget growth since 1987, with education alone 
taking up 52 percent of all new budget growth.
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Cities and towns in Massachusetts face problems simi-

lar to municipalities in other states but are more vulner-

able to fluctuations in local aid because of their limited 

revenue-raising options and strict responsibility for 

schools. Examining 53 American cities in 2003–2004 

(including Boston, Fall River and Worcester), Bruce 

Wallin, a professor of political science at Northeastern 

University, found that chief financial officers in those 

cities tend to report greater financial strain when, as in 

Massachusetts, they lack powers to levy local income 

or sales taxes.1

Similarly, municipalities in Massachusetts wield less 

flexibility when courts declare existing financing ar-

rangements unconstitutional and mandate reductions 

in school finance disparities. According to Katherine 

Baicker and Nora Gordon, professors of economics 

at Dartmouth College and the University of Califor-

nia, San Diego, across the nation, “Each dollar of 

increased educational funding a locality received from 

the state resulted in an average decline in funds from 

the state for other purposes of about 20 cents.”2 They 

also found that localities tend to respond to increased 

education aid by reducing their own-source spending 

on both education and other programs. While the local 

aid story in Massachusetts is consistent with nation-

wide patterns described by Baicker and Gordon, state 

laws since 1994 have made it virtually impossible for 

Massachusetts localities to reduce their contribution 

to school spending.

– Phineas Baxandall

1Wallin, Budgeting for Basics: The Changing Landscape of City Finances. Brookings 
Institution Metropolitan Policy Program Discussion Paper, August 2005. http://www.
brookings.edu/metro/pubs/20050823_budgetingbasics.htm. 

2Baicker and Gordon, The Effect of Mandated State Education Spending on Total Local 
Resources. National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 10701, August 
2004. Available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w10701. 

RAISING LOCAL REVENUE: LESS FLEXIBILITY THAN IN OTHER STATES 

services. Across the Commonwealth, municipalities have 
made layoffs, implemented hiring freezes, reduced hours 
of operation, cut discretionary programs and, in some 
cases, eliminated programs and services altogether to 
maintain budget balance.
 Without serious policy attention, many cities and 
towns will be forced to continue to implement service 
reductions and/or seek voter-approved overrides to fund 
local services. Modifying this trend will require a new 
state-local partnership that recognizes cost differences 
and revenue constraints to establish a more responsive 
local fi nance system.

JOHN P. HAMILL, Chairman of Sovereign Bank New England, 
chaired the Municipal Finance Task Force. 

 The remaining expenditure categories received only 
20 percent of annual budget growth. The largest three 
areas (police, fi re and general government) accounted 
for 7.1 percent, 4.5 percent and 6.0 percent of annual 
growth respectively. The remaining groups in total (other 
public safety, public works, health and welfare, culture 
and recreation, intergovernmental and other) accounted 
for only 2.4 percent of annual growth.

Crowding out:  
Losing local budgetary discretion
Recent local government expenditure history has been 
characterized by an increasing loss of budgetary discre-
tion. Pressures resulting from the rising costs of employee 
benefi ts and the demands of meeting state and federal 
education mandates — combined with limited local rev-
enue raising capacity and stagnant general-purpose aid 
— have left local offi cials with limited resources to meet 
current needs, expand existing services or adequately plan 
for the future.
 The net result of these combined pressures has been 
more local fees and property taxes and fewer direct local 
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The Pioneer Valley economy: 
Seeking to break out of 
“ongoing stagnation”

RO B E R T NA K O S T E E N

THE PIONEER VALLEY, ONCE A HUB OF MANUFACTURING, NOW SEEKS A 

DYNAMIC GROWTH SECTOR TO GET ITS ECONOMY MOVING MORE STRONGLY. EDUCATION AND 

HEALTH CARE ARE EMERGING AS PART OF THE ANSWER.

he Pioneer Valley in western Massachusetts has 
gone through the kinds of cycles that are typi-
cal of evolving economies in both the state and 

nation. But what has been occurring in the last 20 years 
presents a curious mismatch between appearance and hard 
data. By appearance, the region would seem to be in a 
diffi cult position: Companies, especially ones that once 
offered high-wage manufacturing jobs, have been clos-
ing their doors, victims of the forces of globalization and 
creative destruction. Poverty rates are high and increas-
ing and the region continues to see a net out-migration 
of residents. But at the same time, data show that jobs 
and income are still growing, albeit slowly. The region did 
not experience the rapid economic growth seen elsewhere 
during the mid- to late-1990s, but neither has it suffered 
the sharp drop-off seen in other regions in recent years.
 In short, the Pioneer Valley region continues to eco-
nomically hold its own, especially in the past few years 
and especially in its level of employment. But progress 

is slow — indeed, some have described the Pioneer Val-
ley’s economic condition as one of ongoing stagnation. 
More than anything else, this study of the last 20 years 
of economic and demographic development in the Pio-
neer Valley reveals an economic landscape that is miss-
ing a dynamic growth sector that can provide a growing 
number of high-paying jobs — and a sense of economic 
identity for the region.
 During the 19th century, the Pioneer Valley was 
“America’s fi rst Silicon Valley,” where innovation led to a 
thriving manufacturing sector. The use of interchangeable 
parts in manufacturing, which saw its origins in the pro-
duction of armaments for the military at the Springfi eld 
Armory, revolutionized production processes. A thriv-
ing machine tooling and precision metal-working sector 
developed in the region as a consequence of this advance. 
 But throughout the 20th century, major and small 
employers have gone out of business, a process that con-
tinues as manufacturing plants close. The manufacturing 

T
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economy void has been partly fi lled by the “Ed-Med” 
sector — “Ed” stands for education or more generally 
“knowledge creation” and “Med” stands for medical, 
or, more broadly health care. Ed-Med is by far the most 
important current employer in the Pioneer Valley. But 
this positive development cannot mask a signifi cant area 
of alarm: the incidence of poverty in the region, which 
exceeds that of the state and, in the case of Hampden 
County, that of the nation.
 While the region has not experienced the same dire 
fate as other cities and regions that have lost their eco-
nomic base, the Pioneer Valley has suffered when com-
pared to the eastern part of Massachusetts, especially 
the metropolitan Boston area. This has been especially 
true when looking at the secular pattern of real (price- 
adjusted) per capita income. While per capita income has 
been growing in the region, its rate of growth has fallen 
signifi cantly behind that of the state as a whole and espe-
cially that of metropolitan Boston.

Employment — the “Ed-Med” influence
From the business cycle peak in the late 1980s and early 
1990s to the peak in the most recent business cycle, 
employment in the Pioneer Valley grew by 2.5 percent, 
from 319,739 in 1989 to 328,000 in 2004. National 
employment growth was a considerably more robust 14.8 
percent during the same period. Statewide growth was 3.8 
percent and the metropolitan Boston/northeastern part 
of the state experienced employment growth of 4.7 per-

Source: Massachusetts Devision of Unemployment Assistance, LAUS series

Figure 1. Employment Growth, Pioneer Valley Region

The knowledge creation segment of the economy is broad and the 
Pioneer Valley encompasses many of its activities

cent over the same period. The Pioneer Valley has seen 
somewhat stronger employment growth recently. From 
the trough in employment in 1995 until 2004, employ-
ment grew by a bit more than 7 percent, from about 
306,000 to about 328,000. (fi g1)
 In the metropolitan Boston/northeastern part of 
the state, employment peaked in 2002 and then began to 
decline. The Pioneer Valley, however, did not see a drop in 
employment through 2004. Nor did it experience a drop 
in employment during the recent recession, unlike east-
ern Massachusetts, where the sharp loss of jobs followed 
a period of relatively robust job growth. The knowledge 
creation segment of the economy is broad and the Pio-
neer Valley encompasses many of its activities, including 
information (media production and distribution, tele-
communications), professional and technical services pro-
vision, management services, and educational services. 
Combined, such knowledge creation sectors accounted 
for nearly 60,000 employees, or 21 percent of all Pioneer 
Valley employment, in 2004. (fi g2)
 One of the more prominent employers in this sector 
is the fl agship Amherst campus of the University of Mas-
sachusetts system, which is the largest piece of a regional 
higher education cluster. Surrounding the University 
of Massachusetts are four well-known, small liberal arts 
colleges: Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount 
Holyoke College and Smith College. These institutions 
form the Five College System, which allows students in 
any of the colleges to enroll in classes in all of them. The 
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fi ve colleges employ a total of nearly 9,000 people, not 
counting a large number of student employees on all the 
campuses, especially the University of Massachusetts. But 
while this concentration of employment is important to 
the Pioneer Valley economy and identity, it has not been 
a growth area, or even a particularly dependable sector. 
In particular, the University of Massachusetts has suffered 
from severe budget cuts in recent years and only now is 
beginning to replace some of the jobs that were lost. 
 After education, the next most important employ-
ment sector is health care, which accounts for 16 per-
cent of regional employment, or nearly 44,000 jobs. This 
sector consists of health care, as traditionally defi ned, as 
well as social and community services, such as home-
less shelters and community kitchens. Despite its steep 
decline, traditional manufacturing remains an important 
employer, accounting for 11 percent of the region’s total 
employment in 2004, or more than 32,000 people. 
 Considerable economic development efforts, as well 
as investment dollars from the state, have resulted in the 
Pioneer Valley Life Sciences Institute, a collaboration 
between Baystate Medical Center and the University of 
Massachusetts. While its primary stated goals are clinical, 
the collaboration is designed to create the environment 
from which to launch commercially successful develop-
ment and manufacture of biomedical and other health-
related products. This type of activity is broadly defi ned as 
“advanced technology manufacturing.” While this activ-
ity now accounts for only one percent of Pioneer Valley 
employment, its potential is important.

Population trends reflect economy
Recent population patterns in the Pioneer Valley closely 
mirror the path of the economy. Population growth in the 
region over the past 20 years has been very slow, growing 
from 646,000 in 1980 to 680,000 in 2000, for an increase 
of just 5.2 percent. Over the same period, population in 
Massachusetts grew by more than twice as much (10.7 per-
cent) and in the United States by nearly 23 percent.  

Pioneer Valley

Massachusetts

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 
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After education, the next most 
important employment sector is 
health care, which accounts for 

16 percent of regional employment, 
or nearly 44,000 jobs.

 Perhaps the most troubling pattern in population 
change in the region is its continuing net out-migration. 
Since 1990, the region has lost a net of nearly 35,000 peo-
ple to domestic out-migration. This number is the result 
of considerable “churning” — that is, it is the outcome 
of the interaction between fl ows of in-migration and out-
migration. During this period, more than 130,000 people 
moved into the region while more than 165,000 people 
moved out. There was a sharp increase in the volume of 

 680,014 

 6,349,097 

 646,148 

 5,737,037 

Figure 3.  Population Trends in Pioneer Valley and Massachusetts
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net out-migration in 2004, the last year for which data are 
available.
 Much of the migration into and out of the Pioneer 
Valley involves short-distance moves. Many of these 
“gross fl ows” cancel out, leaving small net (though 
slightly negative) changes due to migration. By far the 
largest in- and out-fl ows have been to and from the bor-
dering state of Connecticut. 
 Signifi cant fl ows are also probably associated with 
retirement from the labor force. The largest net out-fl ow 
of migrants from the Pioneer Valley — nearly 13,000 net 
out-migrants over the period — was to Florida, represent-
ing one-third of all net out-migrants from the Pioneer 
Valley since 1990. Most other destinations/origins of 
Pioneer Valley migrants are close by, either in New Eng-
land or New York State (with which the Pioneer Valley 
had a positive net migration fl ow). California and Arizona 
also received relatively large net fl ows of migrants.
 Within Massachusetts, the Pioneer Valley has a net 
negative migration balance with most other regions. The 
Berkshire and Central regions are the only of the state’s 
regions with which the Pioneer Valley has a positive net 
migration. Two regions in the state, metropolitan Boston 
and the Cape and Islands, have the largest magnitude of 
negative net migration balance with the Pioneer Valley. 
Much of the migration to the Cape and Islands may also 
be associated with labor force retirement. (fi g 5)
 It is encouraging that for all this net out-migration, a 
good deal of in-migration to the region is also occurring. 
Typically, when a region is truly stagnating, migration is 
uniformly in the out-direction, with very little in-migra-
tion. The Pioneer Valley has certainly not experienced 
that pattern. And a signifi cant portion of the negative 
net migration may well be due less to economic forces 
than to retirement. Nonetheless, the reality remains that 
net migration has been consistently negative for over a 
decade. Migration tends to be highly selective of the very 
members of a population upon which the future is based: 
younger, better-educated, and with better income/occu-
pational prospects.
 There has been considerable migration within 
the Pioneer Valley, the net result of which has been a 
drain on the population of Hampden County, where 
the cities of Springfi eld and Holyoke are located. Since 
1990, Hampden County has gained more than 29,000 
migrants from within the Pioneer Valley, nearly 30,000 
of them from Hampshire County. Over the same 
period, Hampden County lost over 34,000 residents to 
Hampshire and Franklin Counties. The net effect has 
been a drain on the population of Hampden County. 
Nearly 5,000 net migrants have left Hampden County 
for Hampshire and Franklin Counties, most of them to 
Hampshire County. 

Income and poverty
The pattern of per capita income in the region, espe-
cially relative to the state, is instructive of the pattern of 
the regional economy over time. The region’s per capita 
income has been consistently lower than that of the state 
as a whole, though that fact is at least partly compen-
sated by a lower cost of living, especially in housing. Still 
troubling, however, is the pattern of change over time. In 
1970, per capita income in the Pioneer Valley was nearly 
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90 percent that of the state and more than 80 percent 
that of metropolitan Boston. Since then, the region’s per 
capita income has deteriorated. In 2003, Pioneer Valley 
per capita income was 75 percent of the state’s and 66 
percent of metropolitan Boston’s. (fi g 7)
 The relative deterioration of regional incomes is a sec-
ular, rather than a cyclical, phenomenon. Over the course 
of the business cycle, whether increasing or decreasing, 
the changes the region experiences in per capita income 
are always more muted than the change experienced in the 
state. The Pioneer Valley does not rise as high or fall as far 
as the state. The economic dynamism of the eastern part 
of the state has never translated well to the Pioneer Valley. 
This region did not fully share in either of the two most 
recent sustained state economic expansions of the 1980s 
and the 1990s. The other side of the picture is that the 
Pioneer Valley also did not suffer as badly as eastern Mas-
sachusetts when recession replaced expansion. Because it 
is a hotbed of technology, Massachusetts experiences eco-
nomic cycles that are at times excessive. The bad news is 
that the Pioneer Valley has long since lost its high technol-
ogy sectors; the offsetting news is that its economic cycles 
have been less extreme. 
 The incidence of poverty provides another measure 
of the region’s income circumstances. In 2004, the 
U.S. Bureau of the Census defi ned the poverty thresh-
old for a family of four as a total household income 
of $19,157. The poverty rate in the Pioneer Valley has 
consistently been higher than that for the state, espe-
cially in Hampden County, where the poverty rate also 
exceeds that of the nation. Of the three counties in the 
region, only Hampshire County has a poverty rate that 
is less than that of the state. 
 Perhaps an even more telling measure of regional 
poverty is the share of students eligible for the free and 
reduced-price school lunch program. A recent study by 
the University of Massachusetts contained the following 
analysis of these data:

 The federal poverty level is too low to properly assess the 
number or proportion of children from low-income families. 
Federal school lunch subsidies cover children from families 
with incomes up to 165 percent of the poverty level…
 The percentage of public school students eligible to receive 
reduced-price or free school lunches in the Pioneer Valley is 
alarming. In the 2003–2004 and 2004–2005 school years, 40 
percent of public school students in the region resided in house-
holds with incomes no higher than 165 percent of the poverty 
level. No region in the state has a higher percentage of low 
income students. Public school systems in cities such as Boston 
or Worcester have comparable percentages of low-income stu-
dents, but the regional concentration of low income students 
in the Pioneer Valley is approximately one-third higher than 
any other region in the state. The Pioneer Valley’s low-income 
students are concentrated in the region’s cities (Springfi eld, 
Holyoke and Chicopee); however, many of the region’s rural 
school districts are also home to high concentrations of low 
income students.1

The Cost of Housing 
The Pioneer Valley has less expensive housing than the 
eastern part of the state, a cost advantage that many in 
the region hope will help promote increased economic 
growth. A Boston Globe article explained: 

 Housing prices in Western Massachusetts have risen 
much faster this year than in the Boston area, fueled by 
Bostonians moving farther from the city in search of lower 
prices, according to a report released yesterday…
 Between January and November, the median price of a 
single-family home rose 13.3 percent from a year earlier in 
Hampden County, where Springfi eld is located; 10.9 percent 
in Hampshire; and 10.3 percent in Franklin. Depending on 
traffi c and the time of day, these counties are around a 90-
minute commute each way from Boston, though they’re much 
closer to employers along Interstate 495 or in the Worcester 
and Framingham metropolitan areas.

Source:  U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Figure 7.  Adjusted Per Capita Income: Ratio of Pioneer 
Valley to State and to Metropolitan Boston
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 In Suffolk County, which includes Boston, house prices 
rose 5.7 percent in the same period. Statewide, single-family 
home prices rose 5.3 percent. The gains come even after the 
housing market has cooled across the state in recent months…
 The condo market in Western Massachusetts, while smaller 
than Boston’s, is sizzling. The number of condo sales surged 
nearly 28 percent this year in Hampden, Hampshire, and 
Franklin. The median condo price rose 28.9 percent in Frank-
lin County in 2005; 18.9 percent in Hampden; and 18.2 in 
Hampshire, according to Warren Group. Condo prices were up 
1.8 percent in Suffolk, and 8.5 percent statewide.
 Despite the price increases, the gaps between east and 
west remain huge. For example, the median price of a Hamp-
den County condo was $124,900 this year, up from $105,000 
last year. The median condo price in Suffolk County was 
$340,000, up from $333,850 last year…2

 This may mark the beginning of a signifi cant develop-
ment for the region, though it is too early to determine if 
this trend of housing price-driven movement to the region 
will continue and grow, especially with home prices fl at 
or falling across the state. But this is at least an indica-
tion that the Pioneer Valley has some natural advantages 
— and these may again be grounds for hope. 
 In 1999, this journal published a profi le of the Pio-
neer Valley economy, the conclusion of which included 
this assessment:

 There is a considerable effort under way to revive and 
remake the economy of the Pioneer Valley ... At the moment, 
those forces have resulted in a fl at or slightly growing regional 
economy. The diffi cult task of spawning genuine economic 
development lies ahead.

 Seven years later, there seems little reason to modify 
this statement. The Pioneer Valley, despite its illustrious 
economic history and reputation for offering a high qual-
ity of life, remains stagnant and without direction. 

ROBERT NAKOSTEEN is on the faculty of the Isenberg School of Manage-
ment at the University of Massachusetts Amherst and is executive editor 
of this journal. 
 

1 The Massachusetts Regional Benchmarking Project: Pioneer Valley 
Regional Report, prepared by the University of Massachusetts 
Donahue Institute Economic and Public Policy Research Unit, in 
collaboration with the UMass Lowell Center for Industrial Com-
petitiveness; this project was funded in part by: The United States 
Economic Development Administration, December 2005.

2 Blanton, Kimberly, Housing costs up in Western Mass; 
Double-digit hikes outpace Boston area, The Boston Globe, 
December 29, 2005.
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Choosing to Compete, a statewide economic strategy released 
in 1993, called for state and local cooperation to realize 
a region-centric vision for economic growth, concluding 
that “the ability to decide what each region of the state 
needs and how it should undertake economic development 
efforts must ultimately lie within the regions themselves.”
 The Pioneer Valley’s response was loud and clear. In 
1994, the region assembled its own economic game plan, 
releasing The Pioneer Valley Plan for Progress, which was a 
blueprint for reinventing and reenergizing an economy that 
had once been the envy of the nation. The region has since 
doggedly followed this roadmap to a brighter economic 
future. A recent overhaul of the plan has ensured that it 
remains timely, relevant and responsive. But, while the Pio-
neer Valley can thus boast of a culture of economic col-
laboration, this alone cannot be the driving force to rebuild 
and reinvigorate the region’s economy. Rather, the Pioneer 
Valley must continually assess the strategic interventions 
that warrant resources to produce favorable outcomes. 
 Despite a long and impressive list of economic assets, 
including this solid track record of collaborative decision 
making, the Pioneer Valley Region’s economic perfor-
mance has been underwhelming for a quarter century, 
especially when compared to hot spots such as Greater 
Boston. Recent demographic trends are a cause for par-
ticular alarm: population growth remains fl at, exacerbated 
by a “brain drain” of younger, better educated workers 
who are badly needed to re-supply an aging workforce. 

 Nevertheless, the Pioneer Valley’s business, government 
and civic leaders are confi dent that they can work together to 
spearhead interventions to enhance the region’s economic 
prospects. Above all, the Pioneer Valley must implement an 
aggressive strategy of connections, links that will boost its 
overall economic performance and competitiveness. These 
and other key economic connections will establish a bed-
rock for the future economy of the Pioneer Valley: 

Connect to Connecticut
A concerted, six-year, cross-border effort to go “super 
regional” seeks to link the Pioneer Valley and Greater 
Hartford regions to create what’s been dubbed New Eng-
land’s Knowledge Corridor. With a combined population 
of more than 1.6 million, a labor force of 780,000, and 
116,000 college students enrolled at 33 higher educa-
tion institutions, the Knowledge Corridor will become an 
economic powerhouse and one of the nation’s 25 largest 
metropolitan areas, comparable to regions such as Cincin-
nati, Kansas City, Orlando and Raleigh-Durham.

Connect to immigrants
Foreign immigrants have been a principal source of the 
Pioneer Valley’s modest population growth for nearly two 
decades. Immigrants built the United States into an eco-
nomic super power and immigrants can again be a source 
of workers the region needs to sustain itself, its economy 
and its standard of living into the next century. To bolster 

Leadership and teamwork 
brighten economic prospects for 

the Pioneer Valley 

THE REGION CAN UTILIZE “AN AGGRESSIVE STRATEGY OF CONNECTIONS” TO BOOST ITS 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AND COMPETITIVENESS.



regional fi ber backbone will eventually be utilized by both 
the public and private sector.

Connect to the Higher Eds
If innovation and creativity are the engines of today’s 
“knowledge economy,” higher education is the vehicle. 
The Pioneer Valley’s cluster of 15 public and private higher 
education institutions is a signifi cant asset that acts to pre-
pare, improve and upgrade the region’s workforce. It is 
critical that the region be able to retain a greater share of 
these students after they receive their undergraduate and/
or graduate degrees. Toward that end, the relatively new 
InternHere.com regional venture seeks to match college 
students seeking internships with participating employers 
in the Knowledge Corridor. Other initiatives seek to con-
nect one or more of the region’s higher education institu-
tions to the Pioneer Valley’s business sector. An example 
is the Pioneer Valley Life Sciences Initiative, an evolving 
partnership between Baystate Medical Center in Spring-
fi eld and the University of Massachusetts Amherst, which 
seeks to link these two institutions to promote the devel-
opment and manufacture of biomedical and other health-
related products.

 The Pioneer Valley’s current economic condition is 
far from optimal, but recurrent predictions of the region’s 
economic doom are misguided. The region has a supe-
rior location, an impressive array of economic assets, an 
entrepreneurial culture, a wonderful living environment 
and a sense of regional community and collaboration that 
is unrivaled in New England. The Pioneer Valley is on 
course to a strong, dynamic and expanding 21st century 
economy. Alan Kay, who created the computer interface 
that eventually led to the fi rst Apple Macintosh and later 
the Windows operating system, could have been speaking 
of the Pioneer Valley when he said, “The best way to pre-
dict the future is to create it.”

TIM BRENNAN is executive director of the Pioneer Valley 
Planning Commission.
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its workforce, the region needs policies and programs that 
help immigrants integrate into society and overcome bar-
riers that can slow or block their access to employment. 
Language classes, adult basic education programs and 
other support services are essential if the Pioneer Valley is 
to embrace the immigrant workers it sees in its future.

Connect to rail transportation
Growing concerns about traffi c congestion, energy costs, 
tight fuel supplies, and air pollution are reasons why the 
Pioneer Valley must recapture and reuse the extensive rail 
system that propelled its economic fortunes when manu-
facturing was king. A commuter rail service linking New 
Haven, Hartford and Springfi eld now under design is set 
to be available in six to eight years. Extending this ser-
vice northward to connect with Holyoke, Northampton, 
Greenfi eld and Vermont is a longer-term, but no less 
important, project. Similarly, moving freight on trains 
rather than trucks, which is also a national priority, is the 
foundation of the Pioneer Valley’s efforts to create an 
“inland port” that would connect trucks to trains at an 
existing rail freight yard in West Springfi eld. This initiative 
offers the region a unique transportation asset and a com-
petitive advantage over regions lacking such multi-modal 
freight options. 

Connect to kids
The skills and talents of the Pioneer Valley’s current and 
future workforce are intimately tied to educational attain-
ment. The education system, from Pre-K to 12, is one 
of the region’s most important economic development 
tools and is a primary means to attract, grow and retain 
good jobs. Efforts to advocate for Pre-K to 12 educa-
tion enhancements, such as Step-Up-Springfi eld, Cher-
ish Every Child and the statewide Early Education for All 
campaign, refl ect the links between the economic interests 
of the Pioneer Valley and the region’s children and their 
educational opportunities. 

Connect to broadband
Though high-speed broadband connections are the infra-
structure of today’s global economy, this infrastructure is 
largely brought to us by the private sector, not government. 
Access to affordable and reliable high-speed broadband ser-
vices is essential not only to the Pioneer Valley’s economy, 
but to its public safety, health, education and governance 
systems. But much of the Pioneer Valley has no or minimal 
access to broadband, prompting a push for broader access 
through efforts such as the Interstate Route I-91 Fiber 
and Conduit Project, which will use an $11 million public 
investment to create a fi ber backbone along the Route I-91 
right-of-way from the Massachusetts/Connecticut border 
to Vermont. Through a creative management structure, this 
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